
         STIPENDIARY STEWARD’S REPORT     

 

MEETING DETAILS:   
Club:  POVERTY BAY TURF CLUB Date:  4/11/2011 
Weather:  Fine   Track: Fast  Rail: True 
Stewards:  N Goodwin (CHAIR), J Oatham and B Bateup 
Typist:  Stewards  

 

GENERAL:  
Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing:  CLICQUOT, CALGACUS, OCEAN PARK, SIR ROYAL, LEMONADE, CONTEST,  
  SWEET RITA, HAERE MAI, ARIZONA JAZZ, CAPTAIN CRUISING 
Suspensions: R5 L Allpress, Rule 638(1)(d), Careless Riding, Suspended 4 days  
Fines:  R10 R Frost, Rule 537(a), Late declaration of rider, fined $50  
  R10 R Frost, Rule 614(2), Neglect in saddling, fined $100 
Warnings: Nil    
Horse Actions: R10 MY SPIRITED STAR (Racing manners) To Trial 
Bleeders: Nil  
Medical Certificates: Medical Clearance received from M Cameron  
Veterinary Clearance: Received for HAERE MAI 
Rider Changes:  Nil  

 

RACE COMMENTS: 
Race 1 NEWSTALK ZB MAIDEN STAYERS 2000 

FORTY TWENTY which was slow to begin was then further hampered when COLOMBIAN 
PRAISE shifted outwards abruptly when jumping away.   
NODDUM which was hanging out, ran wide around the first turn when improving forward 
before establishing a clear lead passing the 1400m.  NODDUM continued to hang outwards 
running wide from near the 800m around the final bend.  Apprentice jockey K Scallan 
(Noddum) was questioned into the tactics employed on her mount, advising that she had 
been instructed to lead and had been unaware of the length of her advantage and that she 
was of the opinion she was travelling at an even tempo throughout.  K Scallan was advised 
that she is expected to show better judgement in future. 
COLOMBIAN PRAISE hung out around the first turn. 

Race 2 CORSON GRAIN STAYERS 2000 

LLAVE DE ORO and I’M NOT TICKLISH came together and bumped when jumping away.   
SEA KING was crowded at the start losing ground.   
CALGACUS was slow away. 
FIREKEEPER raced keenly in the early and middle stages. 
I’M NOT TICKLISH shifted out rounding the bend into the back straight when racing keenly 
taking SEA KING wider on the track. 
LLAVE DE ORO was trapped four wide without cover throughout. 
B Lammas KINGS DEEP advised that his mount had been unsuited by today’s fast track. 

Race 3 PUBLIC IMPRESSIONS MAIDEN 3YO 1200 



LADY OF TROY was slow away. POPEYE BRAGGINS and YOUTOOFAST bumped at the start 
resulting in POPEYE BRAGGINS shifting in making contact with the hindquarters of JACOB 
GAMBINO. ANOTHER FIND began awkwardly. SHANGHAI COURT over-raced badly  in the 
back straight hampering OCEAN PARK near the 1000m. POPEYE BRAGGINS lost ground 
when racing in restricted room passing the 600m before being angled out to improve 
entering the home straight. LADY OF TROY had to steady off the heels of POPEYE 
BRAGGINS near the 500m. LAMBO MAN raced greenly round the turn and lost ground 
when being steadied passing the 600m. JACOB GAMBINO was held up near the 250m 
before being angled out to improve. JACOB GAMBINO hung outwards under pressure over 
the final 200m. M Cameron (SHANGHAI COURT) reported that his mount raced greenly 
throughout. C Grylls (BLACK ATTACK) reported that his mount was unsuited to the Fast 
surface. 

Race 4 LEADERBRAND 1400 

MEDIEVAL and DONNA TRUMP were both slow to begin.  MEDIEVAL raced greenly running 
wide near the 800m.  MCDAIDS raced three wide without cover throughout.  KAYCENT lost 
both front plates during the running. 

Race 5 FIRSTLIGHT FROZEN 1400 

SAN RAFAEL and MISS MARABELLA were slow away. SAN RAFAEL raced greenly 
throughout. 
L Allpress the rider of MAGIC POWER defended a charge of Careless Riding under Rule 
638(1)(d) in that she allowed her mount to shift inwards near the 1100m when not clear of 
DEMOPHON which was checked. After deliberations the charge was found proved with the 
Judicial Committee imposing a suspension from the conclusion of racing on Thursday 10 
November until the conclusion of racing on Thursday 17 November, 4 riding days. 
QUINN TAIT was held up over the concluding stages. 

Race 6 LEADERBRAND 1600 

D Nolan reported that his mount COMMETT was unsuited to the firm track. PACTUS raced 
poorly with trainer J Mason indicating he was unlikely to persevere with the gelding. 

Race 7 BAY QUIP 1400 

ICE SKATES began awkwardly. MR KANTON was inclined to get its head up when racing in 
restricted room for some distance after the start.  SAINT COLUMBU ducked inwards early in 
the final straight hampering PANTHERA and ICE SKATES.  ICE SKATES was then held up for 
the remainder of the final straight and went to the line untested. LASSWADE had difficulty 
obtaining clear running throughout the final straight and was tightened approaching the 
100m making contact with I CHIANTI which became unbalanced and bumped with SAINT 
COLUMBU. 

Race 8 NZI SPRINT 1200 

A veterinary clearance was received for HAERE MAI.  THE CHARGIN PEANUT got its head up 
when being steadied after over-racing near the 800m. 

Race 9 ROSELAND TAVERN SPRINT 1200 

CHARMING CREEK jumped inwards abruptly at the start severely crowding WILLY DUGGAN 
and COUNTRY DANROAD which got back as a result.  The rider of CHARMING CREEK 
became badly unbalanced losing the use of her right stirrup iron for some distance until 
regaining use of the iron near the 800m.  COUNTRY DANROAD over-raced in the middle 
stages and had to be steadied when awkwardly placed inside the heels of FLING which 
shifted in slightly when racing keenly near the 800m. WILLY DUGGAN which was following 
was also hampered as a result.  ARIZONA JAZZ which was over-racing had to be steadied 
near the 800m when taken in by CASTING STONES (C Grylls).  Also inconvenienced was 
ARCHETTO. C Grylls was advised to exercise care.  COUNTRY DANROAD was held up 
rounding the final turn and early in the final straight having to be steadied and shift out 
across the heels of ARCHETTO to obtain clear running near the 250m.  FLING was also held 



up rounding the turn.  ARIZONA JAZZ hung outwards in the final straight having to be 
continuously straightened. 
R Hutchings (Archetto) who appeared to relax his ride over the concluding stages was 
firmly reminded of his obligation to ride his mounts out fully to the finish whenever 
circumstances permit. 

Race 10: FARMERS AIR 1600 

Trainer R Frost was fined $100 after presenting PATTY HEARST to race with an incorrect 
saddlecloth number.  COMBATANT dislodged rider R Hutchings during the preliminaries.  
COMBATANT was quickly recaptured and passed fit to run following a veterinary 
examination.  R Hutchings was uninjured.  MY SPIRITED STAR hung badly throughout 
proving difficult to ride and was not persevered with by rider C Grylls in the final straight.  
Trainer S Cameron was advised that MY SPIRITED STAR must barrier trial to the satisfaction 
of a Stipendiary Steward prior to racing next.  Passing the 800m AMANPULO had to be 
steadied to avoid the wayward MY SPIRITED STAR and in doing so dropped back onto 
SLYTHERIN’S which shifted out when taking evasive action hampering HANAMICHI and 
COMBATANT which were both checked. 

 


